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Abstract

Deixis is a linguistic knowledge that is less familiar to some people. The word is in the sentence or utterance where the meaning is not stable. Deixis is used in several linguistic terms, such as spoken language and written language. In written language, deixis is more difficult because we may not know the speaker and the hearer and the time is also unpredictable unless there is a clue showing the exact time. The writer intends to analyze deixis contained in sentences in the newspaper article. This study is conducted to find out, (1) deixis types contained in sentences in the article, (2) reference deixis in sentences in the article. The writer uses Grundy’s theory. This research is a qualitative study and classified as document analysis because the writer analyzes some sport articles of Jakarta Post newspaper. this study the writer finds 73 sentences containing deixis of the total sentences containing these deixis, person deixis in 40 sentences, place deixis in 10 sentences and time deixis in 23 sentences. In this study, the type of deixis most commonly found is person deixis.
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